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Abstract: There exists strong relationship between religion and politics, 
especially in Africa. In Nigeria, there is a trend of spiritualizing electoral 
politics with regard to consulting spiritual leaders prior during and after 
elections. The dynamics and manifestations of this interface between 
religion and politics is recently more pronounced with Pentecostalism 
which from its humble beginning in the early 1990’s is now a global brand 
with a blend of socio-economic, political and religious influence. Nigerian 
politicians of all shades and aspirants now visit prophets, not because of the 
large pool of adherents this brand of Christianity command, rather it is 
anchored on its spiritual and future telling tendencies. However, this pattern 
of interactions has invariably given rise to far rising religious leaders in 
Nigeria who are now consulted by political leaders outside Nigeria, not 
only for spiritual needs but also political matters like elections. It is within 
this context therefore, we attempt to interrogate the linkage between the 
spiritualization of electoral process and the projection of Nigeria’s soft 
power, given the strategic position of Nigeria in the African continent. 
Specifically, the central focus of the paper is to investigate the nexus 
between prophetic electoral declarations by Nigerian pastors and the 
projection of Nigeria’s soft power potentials in Africa. The paper drawing 
on the theory of power, relying on documentary method of data collection 
and adopting content analysis, argues that Nigerian pastors of Pentecostal 
extraction in the course of their prophetic electoral declarations vis-à-vis 
the political ambitions of many African leaders have contributed to the soft 
power reservoir of the Nigerian state. The paper, therefore recommends that 
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the Nigerian state should incorporate and calibrate such power resources to 
shore up its hegemonic claims as a regional power in Africa. 
Keywords: Pentecostalism, Elections, Politics, Soft Power, Democracy, 
Spiritualization.  
 
Introduction: Identifying the 
Problem 
There is a resurgence of intellectual 
interest in understanding the interplay 
between religion and politics in 
contemporary world. This is anchored 
on the ever growing importance of 
religion in shaping and influencing 
world politics and global affairs. No 
doubt, religion has moved from the 
fringes of social science scholarship 
to the point that it now competes and 
attracts serious academic attention 
(Philpott 2009; Mitchell, 2007; Gill, 
2001). Moreover, Africa is one of the 
most fruitful laboratory for 
understanding the nexus between 
religion and politics (Jones & 
Lauterbach, 2005). In fact, religious 
leaders in Africa are held in high 
esteem than others, and religious 
organizations are the fastest growing 
non-state actors in Africa. Hence, the 
influence of religion on African 
politics is not in doubt, especially 
within the current wave of 
democratization in Africa (Manglos & 
Weinreb, 2012; Trinitapoli & 
Weinreb 2012; Haynes, 2004; 1995).  
Despite the long and established 
association between religion and 
politics in contemporary African 
societies, their linkages have attracted 
scanty intellectual attention. In fact, 
works on the theoretical and empirical 
relationships between religion and 
politics in African democracies are far 
and in between (Jones and 
Lauterbach, 2005). And one of such 
current interplay between religion and 
politics in Africa that demands for 
critical intellectual interrogation is the 
consultation of Pastors and Imams 
before, during and after elections by 
politicians for electoral success 
(Ayantayo, 2009). This is rooted on 
the centrality of election to democracy 
in Africa, since victory at the polls is 
a life changing opportunity, therefore, 
election for political offices is akin to 
life and death in Africa (Ake, 1991). 
To this end, spiritualizing electoral 
politics, especially making prophetic 
utterances for electoral victory is now 
the norm in many African 
democracies for instance Ghana, 
Namibia, Kenya, Nigeria, among 
others (Burgess, 2015, Acheampong, 
2018). 
To be specific, Nigeria has several of 
popular and powerful Christian clerics 
and Muslims Imams that are 
renowned within and outside the 
shores of the country. Interestingly, 
their spiritual and future telling 
capabilities has also attracted several 
African and non-African leaders 
looking for electoral successes. This 
has been regarded as a soft power tool 
which Nigeria can utilize to 
concretize its hegemonic status within 
the continent (Ogunnubi, 2014, 
Ogunnubi & Isike, 2017; Ayantayo, 
2009). However, this trend of 
electoral prophecy for politicians is 
much more pronounced within the 
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Pentecostal brand of Christianity in 
Nigeria. Popular tele-evangelist and 
preachers of this particular extraction 
in Nigeria are gaining national, 
regional and international recognition 
and fame.  
Although, studies both comparative 
and case studies on Nigeria’s soft 
power abound (Ogunnubi, & Isike 
2017; 2015; Ogunnubi, 2016, 2013), 
acknowledging Nigeria’s possession 
of soft power capabilities that can 
enhance its hegemonic status in 
Africa. However, they argued that the 
promissory note of soft power 
possessed by Nigeria has not fetch it a 
strong hegemonic stand in the Africa 
continent. This is attributed to both 
internal and external contradictions 
facing the Nigerian state, under/none 
application of soft power potentials of 
Nigeria and/or because of the 
presence and activities of South 
Africa as a strong competitor with 
truckload of solid soft power 
capabilities. In as much as we may not 
agree with some of their conclusions, 
yet we applaud their effort in 
highlighting Nigeria’s soft power 
potentials. Nevertheless, these views 
have largely focused on the secular 
aspect of Nigeria’s soft power such as 
Nollywood, Nigeria’s Music Industry, 
Football, and Iconic Personalities 
among others, while disregarding or 
underplaying the importance of the 
sacred aspect of Nigeria’s soft power 
which hold equal or better promises of 
concretizing Nigeria’s hegemonic 
status in Africa (Ogunnubi, 2016, 
2013). Especially, the Pentecostal 
brand of Christianity in Nigeria, with 
its many faithful adherents and 
branches in many African cities and 
beyond, and the constant influx of 
politicians from Africa and beyond 
seeking electoral prophecies at the 
polls.  
It is against this backdrop that this 
paper examines the nexus between the 
spiritualization of electoral process 
and the projection of Nigeria’s soft 
power, in the light of its strategic 
position in Africa. Specifically, the 
paper interrogates the interface 
between prophetic electoral 
declarations y Nigerian pastors and 
the projection of Nigeria’s soft power 
potentials in Africa.  Apart from the 
introduction, this paper is divided into 
four parts, the first segment is the 
conceptual clarification. It focuses on 
providing a nuanced and rounded 
description of key concepts used in 
the paper. The second part of the 
paper deals with the theoretical and 
methodology approach adopted to 
give the paper rigour and depth. The 
third part dwelt extensively on 
Nigeria secular state co-habiting with 
a spiritual space. And the fourth part 
focused on Pentecostal pastors’ 
prophetic declarations and its 
utilitarian prospect in projecting 
Nigeria’s soft power. Finally, this is 
with the conclusion and 
recommendation.   
 
Theoretical and Methodological 
Framework 
The theoretical framework adopted in 
this paper is the power theory. As a 
theoretical framework, it is associated 
with the likes of Niccolo Machiavelli, 
Haas Morgenthau, Kenneth Waltz, 
Robert Dahl, John Mearsheimer, 
Michel Foucault and Anthony 
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Giddens. The rationale behind the 
adoption of this theory stems from the 
fact that it offers explanation on the 
how and why state conduct it affairs 
in relations to other states in order to 
achieve its set objective in the 
international arena. Power theory has 
to do with the various strategies 
adopted by states in their relations to 
and with one another with the goal of 
protecting or furthering their interest 
in the international scene. It seeks to 
explain the basis of state interactions 
or inactions in world politics. 
(Mearshimer, 2006; Barnett and 
Duvall, 2005; Holsti, 1965; Carr, 
1964; Dahl, 1975). 
However, the concept of power 
remains a slippery and elusive term 
(Jha 1977). Needless to say that there 
is no acceptable definition of power. 
According to Dahl (1965) power can 
be defined as when A has power over 
B to the extent that he can get B to do 
something that B would not otherwise 
do (Dahl, 1965). Although, this 
definition is concise, it also represents 
one of the earliest attempts to provide 
a definitional framework of power. 
Applying this definition to 
international politics, power is seen as 
when State A Influences State B to do 
X which ordinary State B might not 
do (Holsti; 1965, Hayes; 1968).   
These advocates of power theory 
believe that it is the means to achieve 
or attain state goals and interest in 
international relations. Power is 
needed by state to make things to 
happen and to prevent things from 
happening. In fact, Barnett and Duvall 
(2005) argued that the concept of 
power in International Relations is 
how one state uses its material 
resources to compel another state to 
do something it does not want to do. It 
is the application of material and 
human resources by a state to achieve 
its interest in relations with other 
states. Therefore, power is very 
central in the international system. To 
a very large extent, power determines 
not just the location of states in the 
international system but the influence 
they wield (Mearsheimer (2007). No 
wonder, Wittkopt, et al, (2013) argued 
that an actor in the international 
system with weak power base cannot 
effect the goals it seeks abroad, or 
advance the values that emanates 
from such objectives. This is because 
such states definitely lack the 
instruments or means in pursuing or 
sustaining it such policies.  
In the case of Nigeria, it’s hegemonic 
or power claims is largely contested in 
Africa (Bach, 2007). Even though 
Africa is seen as the epicenter of its 
foreign policy and after playing 
serious leadership role in the 
continent such as fighting oppressive 
white regimes, contributing material 
and human resources to the peace 
building and making process in 
Africa, funding regional 
organizations, among others (Talibu 
& Ahamed 2016; Odigbo, Udaw & 
Igwe, 2014). Despite all these, 
Nigeria’s leadership position is not 
exact (Ogunnubi, 2013). Hence, its 
soft power resources have been 
highlighted as a means to shore up 
Nigeria’s contested position in the 
region (Ogunnubi and Isike, 2015). 
Therefore, this theory will suffice in 
interrogating the application of 
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Nigeria’s soft power potentials to 
enhance it hegemonic status in Africa, 
especially with the popularity of its 
brand of Christianity known as 
Pentecostalism that have attracted 
different politicians from Africa and 
beyond to Nigeria.     
Moreover, this paper is largely 
qualitative in methodology. It draws 
from existing document and literature 
on the variables. The method of data 
collection is documentary which 
according to, Mogalakwe (2006) is 
the meticulous and organized 
gathering of data about a social 
phenomenon for the purpose of 
finding and or understanding patterns 
and regularities in it. Documentary 
method of data collection refers to the 
analysis of documents that contains 
information about the phenomenon in 
the study. The documentary method is 
used in investigating and categorizing 
physical sources, most commonly 
written documents, whether in the 
private or public domain (Bowen, 
2009). This method of data collection 
is quite advantageous because it is 
cost effective and not time 
consuming. However, documents 
include institutional memoranda and 
reports, government pronouncements, 
publications, and proceedings which 
bothers on the variables under study 
are utilized in the paper. 
More so, the paper adopted content 
analysis as its method of data 
analysis. Kerlinger (197) defined 
content analysis as a method of 
studying and analyzing data from 
documents either primary or 
secondary in a systematic and 
objective manner for the purpose of 
measuring variables. For Krippendorff 
(1980) content analysis is a research 
technique for making replicable and 
valid inferences from data to their 
context. In its application, content 
analysis is useful for examining trends 
and patterns in a data. Thus, for the 
purpose of our study, content analysis 
is conducted in order to make some 
inference from documents on the 
nexus between prophetic electoral 
declarations by Nigerian pastors and 
the projection of Nigeria’s soft power 
potentials in Africa.  
Pentecostalism, Election and Soft 
Power. 
Historicizing the origin, tracing the 
evolution and describing the contours 
of Pentecostalism is quite a herculean 
task. However, it is widely agreed 
among scholars to be a global 
phenomenon (Anderson, 2005; 
Robbins, 2004). According to 
Anderson (2005), Pentecostalism is 
among the fastest growing 
movements in the world with between 
300 and 570 million believers 
worldwide as at 2004. Though this 
figure is a thing of contestation among 
scholars. Yet most conservative 
estimate agrees that with the rapid 
spread of Pentecostalism around the 
world like a bush fire in the dry 
season, it will soon overtake 
Catholicism as the principal form of 
Christianity (Martin, 2002).  
Currently, the origin of 
Pentecostalism is contested. Scholars 
such Mayer (2007), Anderson (2005) 
have argued against the Eurocentric 
bias in detailing the origin of 
Pentecostalism. The account largely 
eschews anything that is not western. 
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Nevertheless, it is popularly known 
that the growth of Pentecostalism can 
be traced to the Azusa Street revival 
in Los Angles the United States of 
America, (Robbins, 2004). From this 
humble beginning in 1900’s in North 
America, it has gathered large 
followership, that many of it million 
adherents reside in countries located 
in places such as Africa, Latin 
America, Asia, among others (Barrett 
& Johnson 2002). In fact, 
Pentecostalism has no doubt 
contributed in shaping not just 
Christianity itself, but its influence is 
felt around the globe.  
It enduring characteristics are faith, 
healing, prophecy, exorcism, giving, 
tithing, speaking in tongues, 
spontaneous prayer, exuberant 
liturgical expression, stress on 
dreams, among others (Ukah 2007). 
As a concept, Pentecostalism suffers 
from definitional crisis. Definitions 
are somewhat lacking, what is in 
abundance are description of its 
features. As show above. A 
conceptual anarchy as regards the 
usage and meaning of the term exist 
(Robbins, 2004). There is no clear cut 
difference between Pentecostalism, 
evangelicalism and fundamentalism 
within Christianity as regards their 
usage among scholars (Droogers 
2001).  
Moreover, Africa represent one of the 
places where Pentecostalism has 
gained a strong foothold. This is 
rooted on the number of large 
adherents of Pentecostalism in the 
African continent (Burgess, 2005). In 
fact, according to Ukah (2007), it is 
estimated in 2005 that Christians 
constitute 46% (or 400 million) of the 
total population of the African 
continent of nearly 890 million 
people, with Pentecostals have over 
50% of the Christian population. 
Myriads of Pentecostals litter the 
street and cities of many African 
countries. One of such practitioners 
and   exporters of this brand of 
Christianity in Africa is Nigeria 
(Adeboye, 2006). 
Tracing the origin of Pentecostalism 
in Nigeria, Adeboye (2006) identified 
three phases of the Pentecostal 
movement in Nigeria, beginning in 
the 1930s to the 1960s, where the 
foreign denominational Pentecostal 
churches and their indigenous 
Pentecostal forms, mixed to some 
degree with the African traditional 
practices, like the Aladura movement. 
Within this setting, the pattern of 
worship was characterized with 
intense prayers, spirit possession and 
outreach evangelism. Also in this 
period was the overbearing influence 
of the foreign missions of the 
Pentecostal type. The second phase 
was between 1970s and 1980s, the 
period experienced the emergence of 
interdenominational campus 
fellowship mostly focused on holiness 
message and biblical inconsistency 
(Adeboye 2006; Ojo, 1993). The 
distinguishing feature was that more 
enlightened indigenous-led 
Pentecostal churches began to 
emerge. While the evangelical focus 
was maintained, this wave of 
Pentecostalism began to have issues 
with the mainline churches for being 
too “cold” whereas, the Aladura 
churches were accused for blending 
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traditional African practices into their 
activities (Adeboye, 2006; Kalu, 
2002). As a result, therefore, the third 
phase emerged which began in the 
1990s, giving way to the neo-
Pentecostal wave which gave more 
emphasis to both prosperity and faith. 
More importantly, is the modern clout 
and sophistication of its leaders, who 
are considered as “young, upwardly 
mobile, educated professionals who 
rely on modern marketing techniques 
in their evangelism (Adeboye, 2006) 
This wave of Pentecostalism in 
Nigeria, has attracted the attention of 
the world to Nigeria. The various 
churches of this brand of Christianity 
with their charismatic leaders have 
placed Nigeria soundly on the global 
map as a result of their activities. 
Their healing, faith and miracle 
centered teachings have gained them 
wide spread popularity that have 
gained them visitors from within and 
outside Africa. People from all works 
of life come to them and visit their 
headquarters for spiritual solution to 
their physical problems. Millions of 
people turn their programs on 
televisions while some hooks up with 
satellite to get the latest version of 
their messages (Ogunnubi, 2013, 
Ogunnubi and Isike, 2015). More 
recently, politicians within and 
outside Africa do visit them seeking 
solutions to their political and 
personal problems. Especially during 
elections (Burgess, 2015).   
With the rise in the popularity and 
practice of democracy worldwide, no 
other concept associated with 
democracy have competed for the 
attention of scholars like election. 
There are myriad of divergent 
theoretical and empirical postulations 
on the concept of elections. This 
proliferation of scholarly interrogation 
on elections is predominantly rooted 
on the importance or otherwise of 
election to democracy. According to 
the apologists of election, the concept 
is intricately tied to the concept of 
democracy and is widely regarded as 
the core of democracy (Ojo, 2007; 
Lindberg, 2003; Schumpeter, 1942) 
No doubt, elections is generally 
regarded as crucial aspect of 
democracy because it is largely a 
practical process of accomplishing 
representative government and a 
suitable means of ensuing leadership 
succession (Collier & Vicente, 2010; 
Agbje & Adejumobi; 2006). It is the 
sum total of the entire process that 
provide qualified citizens of a country 
the opportunity of selecting a person 
or group of persons to oversee the 
businesses of their country based on 
the agenda and programme presented 
by that person or group of persons 
(Aniekwe and Kushie, 2011). 
Corroborating this fact, Nkwachukwu 
and Uzoadi (2012, p. 11) observes 
that election is: 
A set of activities leading to the 
selection of one or more 
persons out of many to serve in 
positions of authority in a 
society. Political scientists and 
development theorists link free, 
fair and credible elections to 
democratic governance, peace 
and development. In brief, they 
argue that free, fair and 
credible elections provide the 
basis for the emergence of 
democratic, accountable and 
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legitimate governments with 
the capacity to initiate and 
implement clearly articulated 
development programmes. 
Again they claim that free, fair 
and credible elections empower 
the electorate to hold the 
government accountable and to 
demand strong credentials and 
feasible development agenda 
from prospective government 
officials.  
Writing on the importance of election, 
Majekodunmi and Adejuwon (2012) 
aver that it gives room for debates, 
campaigns, political parties and the 
establishment of rules and regulations 
that will guide the process of selecting 
those that will represent the people in 
the various arms of government. 
Therefore, it is believed that elections 
are quite crucial in any democratic 
system (Mozaffar, 2002; Diamond, 
1999). Without elections, political 
participation and competition will be 
nearly impossible and these are quite 
important to democratic 
consolidation. Elections which serve 
as a means of giving or withdrawing 
legitimacy by the people to their 
government, is equally seen as a 
platform for settling inter-elite 
rivalries (Alemika & Omotosho, 
2008). To this end, election is a 
fundamental aspect of democracy 
because it deals with political 
participation, competition and 
legitimacy which are the three pod 
stand of democracy (Omotola, 2010). 
In fact, the nature and character of 
election in any state is considered as a 
strong measure of democracy 
(Lindberg, 2004). Therefore, it 
occupies a critical position especially 
in the process of democratization in 
any state. According to Omedia 
(2009), the absence of free and fair 
election is a threat to any democratic 
process because while the conduct of 
free and fair election is a vital tool in 
deepening democracy.     
It is against this background that since 
the contested third wave of 
democratization in Africa, scholarship 
on election in Africa have witnessed 
extensive growth (Nur, 2015; Lynch 
& Crawford, 2011; Young, 1999; 
Schraeder, 1995; Huntington, 1993). 
In other words, the African 
democratic landscape has provided a 
fertile ground for the interrogation of 
election. In fact, myriads of 
intellectual energy have been exerted 
in understanding the dynamics and 
manifestation of elections with the 
reappearance of democracy in Africa 
(Bratton & Logan, 2014; Basedau, 
Erdmann & Mehler, 2007; Ninsin, 
2006; Lindberg, 2004; Bratton, 1998). 
This is rooted not just on the 
importance of election to the current 
democratization process in Africa but 
also on the nature and character of 
such election.  
However, the conduct of elections in 
Africa have provided strong evidence 
for those against placing elections at 
the center of democracy (Ninsin, 
2006; Schedler, 2002; Adejumobi, 
1998). For them, democracy is much 
more than election. Even though it is 
necessary, they argued that yet it is 
not a sufficient condition for modern 
democracy (Schmitter and Karl, 
1991). To be sure, the conduct of 
elections in many African states have 
created puzzle for scholars and 
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observers alike (Lindberg, 2007). It is 
usually seen as a period of intense 
manipulation of prevailing ethnic, 
religious and regional schism to 
acquire electoral victory (Ninsin, 
2006). Many of them are nothing but 
shams or simply a means of reifying 
authoritarian regimes as witnessed in 
countries like in Cameroun, Uganda, 
Togo, among others (Adejumobi, 
1998). In fact, dictators in Africa now 
love elections (Gettleman, 2016) 
which is motorized either by external 
and internal pressures or both (Donno, 
2013; Levitsky and Way, 2010). Even 
more so, the dynamics and 
manifestation of elections in Africa 
have been attacked as been nothing 
but a means to redistribute power 
among the elite and ruling class. 
Opponents strongly believe that 
elections disempower the masses in 
Africa (Adejumobi, 1998; Ake, 1995). 
Despite the above misgiving on 
elections in Africa, it has become a 
reoccurring decimal among many 
African states. In fact, Lindberg 
(2004) argued that elections in Africa 
have and will continue to contribute to 
the democratization process in the 
continent. Elections in African are 
more frequent and regular than ever 
before. In fact, many countries in 
Africa whether democratic or not 
have in one form or the other 
conducted elections (International 
Peace Institute, 2013). Politicians in 
Africa now consider elections as 
veritable means to climb the power 
rostrum, and giving the stake attached 
to politics in Africa, which is a sum 
zero game where winners takes it all, 
every means and method under and 
outside the books are employed to 
win elections. And strangely, one of 
such is the mad rush of politicians to 
consult Pentecostals clerics for 
electoral victory. 
Nigeria is a Mecca of sort for African 
politicians seeking electoral prophecy 
for victory at the polls. The incessant 
influx of politicians within and 
outside African to meet Nigerian 
clerics for political and electoral 
victory has been regarded as a soft 
power potential for Nigeria which it 
can use to enhance its hegemonic 
status in Africa (Ogunnubi, 2014). 
Historically, the concept of “Soft 
Power” can be traced to Joseph S. 
Nye Jnr., who coined the term in his 
magnum opus, titled; Bound to Lead: 
The Changing Nature of American 
Power, (1990). He noted that 
contemporary international realties 
with regard to the costs and 
consequences of military 
interventions, coercive diplomacy and 
economic sanctions have made hard 
power to lose its appeal as an 
effective tool kit in influencing states 
behaviour. The nuances of 
globalization, emboldened by 
technological advancement, nuclear 
armament demanded and pursued by 
states such as Iran and North Korea 
and rapid economic growth which 
have led to the emergence of Asian 
Tigers, among other global 
complexities have greatly affected the 
ability of major powers such as 
United States of America to shape and 
influence world politics with 
traditional power instruments without 
grave consequences (Vuving, 2009). 
Hence, the argument for the 
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rethinking of the hard power approach 
and the forceful push for the adoption 
of soft power in International 
Relations (Wilson, 2008). According 
to Nye (2008, p.1), “soft power is the 
ability to affect others to obtain the 
outcomes one wants through 
attraction rather than through coercion 
or payment. A state’s soft power rest 
on its resources of culture, values and 
polices”. 
Soft power is seen as the sum total of 
the values, cultures, behaviours and 
institutions of a state that can serve as 
a means of attraction and also as 
instruments of diplomacy to influence 
the behaviour of other states (Malone, 
2011). In this context, Ogunubi and 
Isike (2015, p.4) noted that “soft 
power presumes that cultural 
capability and public diplomacy can 
be strategically calibrated with a 
state's foreign policy interests to 
achieve goals that advance the state's 
preference in the international arena 
in a non-violent manner”. The appeal 
to embrace soft power (Cultural 
values) is not a signal of the obituary 
of hard power (Military might) in 
international politics, but a pointer to 
its limitations. This is because core 
elements of hard power such as 
military strength, numerical might and 
economic growth still exert 
considerable weights in the 
international scene (Wilson, 2008). 
From the above, the core argument for 
soft power is rooted in the glaring or 
supposed limitations of hard power, 
especially the pecuniary cost and 
devastating consequences of military 
interventions and economic sanctions 
in the contemporary global order.  
However, the crux of the matter is 
that, through the instrument of soft 
power a “state may obtain the 
outcomes it wants in world politics 
because other countries wants to 
follow it, admiring its values, 
emulating its example and/or aspiring 
to its level of prosperity and openness 
(Nye, 2008, p.1)”.  Nye (2004) 
defined soft power as the ability to get 
others to want the outcome you want 
because of your cultural or ideological 
appeal. On similar bandwidth, Fan 
(2008) noted that it is the ability of a 
country to obtain the outcomes it 
wants in world politics because other 
countries admiring values, emulating 
its example, aspiring to its level of 
prosperity and openness, want to 
follow it. In totality, the held 
consensus in the literature on soft 
power (Ogunnubi and Isike, 2015; 
Ogunnubi, 2013, Fan, 2008; Willson, 
2008; Smith, 2007; Nye, 2004), is that 
the major backbone of the concept 
stems from the attractiveness of a 
country’s culture, political ideals and 
policies. They also agree that culture, 
political institutions and values are 
key elements of soft power.  
However, the application of soft 
power to promote and achieve 
national interests in global politics 
have not gone unchallenged. Critics 
(Ferguson, 2003; Gray 2011; Fan, 
2008; Hunter, 2006; Kurlantzick, 
2005,) have mounted sophisticated 
and severe attacks against the concept. 
This group of hard liners (Ferguson, 
2003; Gray, 2011) believe that the 
international arena is not a scene for 
popularity contests where cultural 
values are projected and sampled. 
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They argued that soft power is not 
soft and that at the underbelly of soft 
power is hard power. For them, soft 
power is the representation of hard 
power.  
Despite, the above shortcomings, 
apologists of soft power (Gallrotti, 
2010; Nye, 2004; Roselle, 
Miskimmon and O’Loughlin, 2014) in 
the academia and foreign policy arena 
consider soft power as the much 
needed tonic for any country to 
revamp their plummeting image 
globally. For instances, Nye (2004) 
agreed that although some countries 
may fear, misunderstand, and oppose 
U.S. policies, but they nonetheless 
admire certain American values and 
aspects of American culture. They 
argued that US government can tap 
into the global appeal of its brands 
such as Facebook, Microsoft, CNN, 
Coca-Cola, Boeing, among others to 
increase it likability around the world.  
Also, many countries such as China, 
India, France, have embraced the use 
of soft power in furthering their 
interest in world politics. (Thussu, 
2014; Malone, 2011; Wang, 2008; 
Gill and Huang, 2006). 
 
 
Nigeria’s Soft Power Potentials: An 
Appraisal   
Nigeria is no different, with a vibrant 
music and film industry and strong 
faith based organizations, it is seen as 
possessing a strong soft power 
reservoir that can translate into 
hegemonic dominance in the 
continent (Ogunnubi, 2016, 2015). As 
regards to Nigerian entertainment 
industry and faith based 
organizations, they are considered as 
the next biggest thing from Africa 
(Udo Jacobs, 2016; Sotunbo, and 
Chidoize Oyewunmi, 2014; Erick, 
2014; Hayes, 2005). For instance, 
Nigeria’s music industry is considered 
as a strong component of its soft 
power resources, this is because in the 
continent and even around the world, 
Nigerian musician are not justly 
recognized for their talents but are in 
great demand. Many Africans love, 
watch and dance to Nigerian music, 
therefore, they will love the Nigerian 
brand and initiative (Ogunnubi, 
2013). For example, Oyewunmi 
(2014) observed Nigeria is well-
known for the possession of musical 
talents that have produced good music 
that are internationally recognized and 
loved by myriads of people. In the 
same wave length, Nkechi (n.d) noted 
that: 
Beyond the shores of Nigeria, 
Nigerian hip hop artistes have 
gained international 
recognition through receiving 
top awards in competitions in 
which Nigerian musicians 
hitherto did not feature. In 
addition, Nigerian music is 
being used in popular films and 
dramas outside Nigeria [e.g. 
African Queen in Phat Girlz]. 
 
From the above statement, Nigerian 
music is a force to reckon with 
globally. A mention of music globally 
without Nigerian music paints an 
incomplete picture. This fact led 
Ojukwu, Obielozie and Esimone 
(2016) to assert that the dynamic 
nature of Nigeria music industry is 
recognized globally and a catalogue 
music world wide without the 
inclusion of Nigerian music industry 
is quite inadequate. They advised that 
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in this period where concerted 
attention and effort is being made to 
develop the non-oil sector, the 
Nigerian government should turn to 
the music industry with the 
underlying and overriding aim of 
highlighting areas for increasing non-
oil related product earnings as well as 
promoting Nigeria’s cultural values 
and ideals around the world.  
Recognizing, this fact, Ogunnubi and 
Isike (2015) argued that through this 
soft power potentials, Nigeria can 
achieve the elusive notion of a Pax 
Africana. An ambition that has been 
part and parcel of Nigerian foreign 
policy since independence but 
according to some school of thought, 
remains largely elusive (Ogunnubi, 
2013; Bach, 2007). The core of the 
argument is that Nigerian has a strong 
and thriving musical industry that 
have cult followership and massive 
airplays within and outside the 
continent which can be harnessed to 
protect and promote Nigerians 
national interests (Ogunnubi, 2013; 
Erick, 2017). Likewise, the global 
appeal of Nigeria’s movie industry 
popularly known as Nollywood. In a 
study carried out in South Africa and 
Tanzania, noted that most of the 
respondents stated that watching 
Nollywood and listening to Nigerian 
songs have changed their views about 
Nigeria (Isike and Isike, 2012). They 
noted that most of the respondents do 
view Nigeria and Nigerians positively 
because of watching Nigerian movies 
and they seek to imbibe Nigeria’s 
values of hard work. To this end, 
Ogunnubi and Isike (2015, p.161) 
argued that the Nigerian state can:  
In fact, take advantage of the 
vast and colourful representation 
of its people through the 
Nollywood platform to project a 
cultural acceptance of its people 
and consequently the continental 
values it pursues. No doubt, the 
films, soaps and programmes 
from Nollywood can be used to 
paint an admirable image of the 
Nigerian societal standards, 
intrigues and moral values. 
 
The above statement is further 
collaborated by Ogunnubi (2013), 
noted that Nollywood commands 
huge and respected fellowship in the 
continent and can be calibrated by the 
Nigerian government to exert 
influence in the continent. He listed 
Nollywood actors and actresses such 
as Stephanie Okereke, Genevieve 
Nnaji, Patience Ozokwor, Osita 
Iheme, Pete Edoche, Omotola Jolade, 
Mercy Johnson, Richard Mofe 
Damijo, Ike Owo, Funke Akindele 
and many others as big actors that are 
mostly held in high esteem and 
popularly celebrated within and 
outside the continent for their talents 
and can be used as national 
ambassadors for promoting the 
Nigerian brand and initiative 
(Ogunnubi, 2013). 
Furthermore, Nigeria’s Faith Based 
Organizations are also regarded as 
part of Nigeria’s soft power resources 
(Ogunnubi and Isike, 2015; 
Ogunnubi, 2013). Although, Nigeria 
claims to be a secular state but 
religion is a force to reckon with. In 
fact, religion and ethnicity are two 
major factors that have deep rooted 
influence on the Nigerian state 
(Ezeibe & Ikeanyibe, 2017). Both 
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Islam and Christian religion are of 
great importance to Nigerians as they 
both shape and influence every aspect 
of the Nigerian state (Sotunbo and 
Chidozie, 2014). Nonetheless, the 
activities and presence of Nigeria’s 
Faith Based Organizations, especially 
those of Christian extraction with 
commanding presence in several 
African countries are quite 
noteworthy. Tele-evangelist and 
preachers such as Pastor Chris 
Oyakilome of the Believers Love 
World Inc., W.F Kumuyi of the 
Deeper Christian Life Ministry, 
Prophet Temitope Joshua of the 
Synagogue Church of All Nations 
(SCOAN), Bishop David Oyedepo of 
the Living Faith Church Worldwide 
(Winners Chapel) and Pastor Enoch 
Adeboye of the Redeemed Christian 
Church of God (RCCG), among 
others (Ogunnubi and Isike, 2017. 
These set of pastors enjoy wide 
followership among Africans and 
even beyond. According to Ogunnubi 
and Isike (2015, p.162), because of 
proselyting the Christian faith, these 
men are: 
Today renowned internationally 
for their miracle and healing 
working powers thus drawing 
endearment towards Nigeria. The 
emphasis here is that the preaching 
and ministry of these renowned 
pastors paint a sense of 
international acceptance of Nigeria 
and its people.  
 
Many international figures and even 
statesmen do visit them for solutions 
and solidarity visit. In fact, countless 
numbers of politicians within and 
outside the continent have visited 
pastors in Nigeria. Hence, it is argued 
that a state like Nigeria cannot ignore 
the role and influence of such 
religious leaders (Ogunnubi, and 
Isike, 2017). However, scanty 
intellectual attention has focused on 
how Nigeria can use it soft power 
potentials to enhance or concertize it 
hegemonic hold in Africa (Ogunnubi, 
2014). In fact, little or no attention 
have focus on how this men of God 
with their prophetic abilities as 
regards electoral politics which 
attracts politicians from other 
countries can be used as soft power 
projections by Nigeria. The next 
section of the paper attempts to 
highlight the huge attention religion 
has received as a part of Nigeria’s soft 
power resources and how it could be 
leveraged for its soft power 
projection. 
Pentecostal Pastors Prophetic 
Declarations and its Utilitarian 
Prospect in Projecting Nigeria’s 
Soft Power 
In Africa, as stated earlier, the 
Pentecostal discourse on politics is 
inevitably conceived in religious 
terms as a fight between good and 
evil, which shows the prevalence of 
supernatural ideas in African political 
culture (Burgess, 2015). Amongst the 
populace in Africa, there is an unusual 
elevation of divine or supernatural 
forces in the occurrence of political 
power related narrative. Interestingly, 
Amuwo et al (2001) pointed out that 
then Nigerian military head of state, 
General Sani Abacha, consulted and 
imported marabouts and Islamic 
clerics from other African countries 
including those within Nigeria, to 
fortify his hold onto power, where it 
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was reported that daily sacrifices of 
live rams were offered to that effect. 
Recently, it was revealed that former 
National Security Adviser, Col. 
Sambo Dasuki spent billions of naira 
to import marabouts from Saudi 
Arabia and other North African 
countries deemed to have spiritual 
powers to pray for former President 
Goodluck Jonathan’s election victory 
(https://www.icirnigeria.org/dasuki-
blew-millions-to-employ-marabouts-
for-jonathans-re-election/). Similarly, 
Meyer (1998) notes that popular 
criticisms have followed focus on 
supernatural factors rather the 
political process that defines political 
outcomes. As a matter of fact, this 
view partly explains the expanded 
political role of Pentecostal pastors in 
Nigeria. Notably, the second 
liberation struggle against military 
dictatorship and the concomitant 
declining socio-economic conditions 
of the people (Adeboye, 2006), 
evidently, led to a surge of faith and 
prosperity teachings which captivated 
and attracted increasing followership 
among the Pentecostal fold. More 
profoundly was that by this time, 
prophecies opposing dictatorship 
generally seen as realm of wickedness 
were frequently reeled out. 
Noticeably, were the political 
prophecies of Pastor Tunde Bakare, 
who alarmed the country with his 
prophecy that the General Ibrahim 
Babangida plan to transfer power to a 
democratically elected government 
will be unsuccessful? Likewise, he 
prophesied that the self-succession 
transition agenda of late General Sani 
Abacha will be characterized with 
betrayals, deception and intrigues and, 
as a result, futile (Editor, The 
Whistler, 2017). Other prophecies 
about the death of General Abacha, 
successful transition to civilian 
government among others followed.  
The point being made is that 
Pentecostals belief on prayer and 
spiritual warfare to improve society 
which has been noted to be in line 
with both African and biblical 
cosmologies (Burgess, 2015). 
However, the argue argument still 
persist among scholars that this 
enchanted approach to politics is hard 
to substantiated. Despite the obvious 
polemics, some Nigerian Pentecostals 
have been observed to aspire to a 
“prophetic” role by projecting 
revelation into the public sphere and 
speaking on political issues (Burgess, 
2015, p. 47). As Nwolise (2019) aptly 
state that, “The voices of prophets 
have attracted the attention of millions 
of people in Nigeria and abroad with 
questions being raised. Thus, prophets 
have come to occupy a high profile 
position over electoral and existential 
matters in contemporary Nigeria” 
(p.3). Further collaborating this view, 
Ayantayo (2009) opined that the 
electoral process has been noticeable 
spiritualization, stating that; 
an impression that success in 
election is independent of wisdom, 
foresightedness, logical plan, 
widespread political tour and good 
campaign, adequate political 
logistics, and people oriented 
political manifestoes but by divine 
invention or divine help, 
manipulation or inducement” 
(p.14).    
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Incredibly, he further observed that 
the idea of supernatural forces 
determining an election outcome is 
supported by the view that politicians 
in Africa mostly rely either on the 
“power of prayer or magic to win 
election” (Ayantayo, 2009, p.14). 
Buttressing this point further is the 
unusual rush by politicians to consult 
with certain spiritual figures. It is not 
only because these spiritual figures 
command huge followership where 
votes could be solicited as in the case 
of Nigeria, but for the need of their 
prophetic blessing. Particularly, 
Pentecostals have been noted to 
release prophetic declarations as 
regards political party/candidate that 
may win or loss election (Burgess, 
2015; Nwolise, 2019). For instance, 
the widespread picture of former 
President Goodluck Jonathan kneeling 
down before a revere Pentecostal 
pastor, Enoch Adeboye prior to his 
reelection in 2011 is evidential.  
However, the core of this argument is 
that Faith Based Organizations led by 
some globally influential Nigerian 
pastors can be used to project 
Nigeria’s soft power base in Africa 
given the wide acceptance and 
dignified recognition these pastors 
have attracted. In other words, state 
possessing religious bodies as 
influential as those of Nigeria, with 
global appeal can calibrate it to either 
boast its reputation or gain 
economically. It is within this 
framework that Ogunnubi (2013; 
2016) and Ogunnubi and Isike (2015) 
argued that Nigeria can use its 
truckload of Faith Based 
Organizations especially those of 
Christian extraction to enhance it 
hegemonic claims in Africa. They 
categorically posited that since 
Nigeria has many Faith-Based 
Organizations with huge followership 
in Africa and beyond, it can be 
arranged to strengthen its hold on the 
continent. Many African cities and 
capitals are awashed with Nigerian 
churches. Most of these churches have 
commanding presence in these places. 
For instance, The Redeemed Christian 
Church of God is presently in 196 
nations of the world (Daniels, 2017); 
while the Living Faith Church 
Worldwide has strong presence in 147 
nations, compared to Nigeria’s 
diplomatic missions and consulate 
offices in just 83 countries in the 
world. Also, most Nigerian pastors 
and their ministries have digital 
satellite channels where their 
activities and programs are watched 
and followed in many African 
countries. They are heavily revered in 
many of these cities and are routinely 
visited by African Head of States 
(Presidents) in their various 
headquarters. The table below 
contains list of famous Nigerian 
pastors and Tele-evangelists and the 
names of their ministries in no 
particular order. 
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 Table 1. List of Famous Nigerian Pastors 
S/N Names of Famous Nigerian Pastors  Name of their Ministries 
1 Chris Oyakilome Believers Love World Inc.  
2 William F. Kumuyi Deeper Christian Life Ministry 
3 Temitope Joshua The Synagogue Church of All Nations 
4 David Oyedepo Living Faith Church Worldwide 
(Winners Chapel) 
5 Enoch Adeboye  The Redeemed Christian Church of God 
6 Lazarus Muoka The Lord’s Chose Charismatic Revival 
Movement 
7 Johnson Suleman Omega Fire Ministry 
9 Chibuzor Chinyere Omega Power Ministry 
10  David Ibiyeomie Salvation Ministries  
11 Ayo Oriisejafor Word of Life Bible Ministry 
 Source: Literature and Compiled by the Authors (2018).  
 
Their activities, growth and influence 
as shown and demonstrated in the 
above data strongly motivated 
Ogunnubi (2013; 2016) and Ogunnubi 
and Isike (2015) to submit that they 
should be considered as a soft power 
means and tools to further enhance 
Nigeria’s hegemony in Africa. For 
them and other advocates, these 
churches and their charismatic leaders 
can influence other countries within 
and outside the region to not just love 
all things about Nigeria, but want 
what Nigeria may desire in terms of 
foreign policy perspective. Put 
differently, they argued that through 
these Faith-Based Organization(s) and 
(with) their iconic leaders, Nigeria can 
therefore shape and condition the 
foreign policies of other (some) 
African states to suit its national 
interest/values through the mediatory 
role of these spiritual leaders. The 
core of their argument is that Africans 
who are in love and awe of these men 
of God, and would also love and 
revere their country of origin and 
follow country men and woman. 
Below is the list of prominent 
personalities that have visited some 
Nigerian pastors.  
 
Table 2. List of Important Personalities That Have Visited Nigerian Pastors 
S/N Names of Important Personalities  Country of Origin  
1 Omar Bongo President of Gabon  
2 John Evans Atta-Mills Former President of Ghana 
3 Fredrick Chiluba Former President of Zambia  
4 Chang Kee Singapore 
5 Raph Beimer United States Supreme Court Judge 
6 Dupuo Peter  Premier of Northern Cape Town (SA) 
7 George Weah  President of Liberia  
8 John Magufuli President Tanzania 
9 Julius Malema  South Africa, Opposition Leader 
10 Joyce Banda Former President of Malawi  
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11 Goodwill Zwelithini (Zulu King) South Africa, Traditional King 
12 Professor Pascal Lissonba Former President of Congo Brazzaville 
13 Andre Kolimba Former President of Central African 
Republic 
14 John D. Mahama Visited as Vice President of Ghana 
Source: Literature and Compiled by the Authors, (2018).  
 
From the table, it is very obvious the 
wide influence of Nigeria pastors in 
attracting the attention of world 
leaders. In fact, in some of their 
organized programmes, dozens of 
nations and their laeders are 
represented. For instance, the then 
Prime Minister of Britain, David 
Cameron, attended the Festival of 
Life, which is an annual programme 
organized by the Redeemed Christian 
Church of God, in London. Also, the 
controversial Synagogue Church of 
All Nations, have hosted several 
presidents. As was reported that 
President Omar Bongo of Gabon was 
dazzled with what he saw happening 
in Nigeria, that few weeks afterwards, 
a presidential jet was sent to bring 
Prophet T. B. Joshua to Gabon to pray 
for the country (Bebli, 2009). 
Moreover, as the former President of 
Ghana, Atta Mills, said  
When I informed Prophet T. B. 
Joshua about my ambition to 
become President of Ghana, he 
looked at me and said, “I could 
see three elections ahead of 
you, and the results will be 
announced in January. Now, if 
there is anybody who doesn’t 
believe in God, I would say our 
elections should change that 
person’s mind” (Bebli, 2009, 
para.9).  
More recently, the South Sudan 
President, Salva Kiir, invited Prophet 
TB Joshua to pray for his country. A 
strong delegation led by the Vice 
President, Wani Igga, was sent to 
offer the invitation and also an 
advisory role in the government was 
extended to the Nigerian preacher 
(Dania, 2019). Also, in 2015, TB 
Joshua was personally received by the 
President-elect, John Magufuli, 
amongst other state officials, when the 
former honoured the latter’s 
inauguration ceremony. Also, recently 
reported case was the visit of Pastor 
Joshua Iginla to President of Togo, 
Faure Gnassingbe, to both pray for the 
country and the president which 
received a presidential welcome.  
From the foregoing therefore, there 
need for Nigeria to boast her soft 
power capability can draw 
substantially from its Faith-Based 
transnational Organisations. And this 
is the argument that have been put 
forward in this paper.   
 
Conclusion 
This paper has been able to argue that 
the unusual success of Nigerian 
Pentecostals in exercising tangible 
soft power capabilities that could be 
resourceful for Nigeria to utilize is 
evidential. Therefore, this calls for 
serious official considerations by 
Nigeria foreign policy makers and 
experts. As recently remarked by the 
Vice President, Yemi Osinbajo, the 
critical need for Nigeria to look for 
dynamic ways of meeting with global 
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trends that will help project the 
nation’s potentials and influence to 
the world, thus he hinted that 
countries today and Nigeria in 
particular, have to use a more novel 
variety of tools including soft power 
to advance their diplomatic 
objectives. While Nigeria is yet to 
fully utilize her soft power resources 
such as the entertainment industry, 
comprising of the Music and movie 
sectors, as well as others aspects of 
her soft power base, it is critically 
important for policy makers in the 
nation’s foreign sector to see how to 
productive integrate and engage the 
blossoming Pentecostals whose 
commanding heights and 
transnational reach will no doubt help 
to project her influence around the 
world and redeem already bartered 
image. Regrettably, Nigeria have had 
lingering image issues especially 
relating to corruption and negative 
perceptions by foreigners due to fraud 
related matters, which could leverage 
on the goodwill of these Pentecostal 
pastors to reset and rebrand Nigeria’s 
image abroad. Thus, with a productive 
engagement of these religious 
constituents, a great deal of Nigeria’s 
soft power capability could be 
enhanced and further projected. 
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